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PREFACE

Volume twenty two of the Women’s Law Forum is a product of collective and outstanding effort both within the Journal and throughout the law school community.

The 1991-1992 academic year was without doubt an exciting one at Golden Gate. Adding to the existing feminist community, were new professors, a dedicated student body, and a frenzied energy in need of an outlet. The result was a vision and commitment to create a feminist network and raise consciousness on cutting edge issues.

The feminist jurisprudence speaker series: “Feminist Theory Practically Speaking” was the brainchild and the work product through which part of this vision was expressed. Timely topics, notably the Hill/Thomas hearing and sexual relations between attorneys and clients highlighted the series.

The Staff of the Women’s Law Forum would like to extend a gracious appreciation to those who dedicated many hours of their time and energy to make this series a reality: Suzanne Bachman, Juliet Haley, Joan Howarth, Susan Kupfer, Ghada Saliba and Mary Pat Treuthart.

The Women’s Law Forum, itself, was also part of the feminist vision of 1991-1992, and provided a forum for papers presented at “Practically Speaking.” We are proud to include in this issue a paper presented on the subject of attorney-client sex.

This paper is well accompanied by excellent pieces by other respected professors and committed students. As editor, I extend my thanks to all who have worked to make this issue real. I am grateful to have been a part of such talent.

I would also like to thank Michael Zamperini for his tireless effort and support to the Golden Gate Law Review, and to Lisa Church and Joan Howarth—for pulling us through.

Leslie A. DiMario
Editor, Women’s Law Forum